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Abstract: In a modern economic and regulatory system, proxy advisory firms as the third party noticeably 

engage in promoting the competitiveness of enterprises by instructing corporate governance. Shareholders 

tend to have the authority to vote for an optimal proxy advisory firm. Consider the characteristics of voting 

selection problem, a group decision-making (GDM) voting method based on 2-tuple linguistic picture 

preference relation (2TLPPR) is newly generalized in this paper to resolve it. First, for a better description of 

the voting context, 2-tuple linguistic model is introduced into picture fuzzy sets (PFSs) as the representation 

of voting information, and 2TLPPR is employed to the said issue owing to its capacity to model synthetic 

voting information. Second, a novel ranking method that emphasizes the risk preference of decision makers 

(DMs) is investigated for further analysis. Third, motivated by predefined theoretical basics, we explore an 

additive consistency based conversion method to approximate consistency; this method adequately considers 

the influential factors such as risk preference and contradictory judgment of DMs. Fourth, 2-tuple linguistic 

picture power weighted averaging (2TLPPWA) operator is utilized as the aggregation method to weaken the 

impact of non-cooperative DMs. A 2TLPPR based GDM framework, which consists of consistency 

conversion as well as aggregation and ranking methods, is constructed to match the voting selection context. 

Finally, we conduct the GDM framework on an illustrative example concerning selecting a proxy advisory 

firm, and further demonstrate its feasibility and reasonability by applying it to a sensitive analysis and 

comparison analyses. 
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1. Introduction 

The development of the increasing socio-economic has required enterprises to continuously promote their 

core competitiveness through effective strategies. A proxy advisory firm plays an essential role in public 
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